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Introduction
Although sleep is an important part of every person's life, depression only affects a small
portion of the population. Each subject is a source of fascination to both scientists and
laypersons alike. Effort to understand these subjects, both separately and together, can add to the
expanding knowledge base, leading to further research, which can, in turn, help people who
suffer from these issues. The motivation of this thesis is to review current literature on both
sleep and depression separately, followed by a review of literature covering both topics, and then
a small study about sleeping habits and depression.
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Sleep

Introduction
Life is considered to exist in two states, either awake or asleep. Until about 50 years ago,
people assumed presuming that the brain was inactive during sleep (National Institute of
Neurological Disorders and Stroke, 2005, section 1). Once the electroencephalograph (EEG)
was developed by Hans Berger, we realized the opposite is true, that the brain is active
throughout the sleep cycle (Ward, 2003). It is now well-known that the human brain is very
dynamic during sleep, and although there is no one answer to the question of why humans need
sleep, there are clues as to its nature. Both sleep and consciousness occur in many areas
throughout the brain, have various levels of brain oscillations, and are controlled by various
factors, both biological (one being the circadian rhythm) and environmental (like caffeine and
exposure to light).
Sleep Cycle
Sleep occurs in five cycles, which are divided into two sections, Non-Rapid Eye
Movement (NREM) sleep and one stage of Rapid Eye Movement (REM) sleep. The human
sleep-wake cycle, like that of other species, is based on an approximately twenty-four hour cycle,
referred to as the circadian rhythm. The total sleep cycle lasts ninety minutes and consists of
four stages of NREM sleep and one stage of REM sleep (Stewart, 2003). Each stage within
NREM and the REM stage involve different brain waves and neurochemicals. As the sleep cycle
progresses the brain experiences changes in its waves during the different stages of sleep, which
can be measured using an EEG. As with consciousness , many things can disturb the natural
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sleep process, the effects of which range from-being unable to get the proper amount of sleep to
falling asleep at inappropriate times.
Not only do these issues affect the quality of sleep, they also affect the quality of waking.
It is not known if sleep disorders cause certain psychological disorders, such as depression, or if
psychological disorders cause sleep disorders, but they do have many connections.
NREM Sleep
Prior to sleep, beta waves are the output of the active mind. These waves occur at a rapid
rate somewhere in the range of fifteen waves to twenty waves per second (Stewart, 2003). Just
before falling asleep, brain waves change from beta to alpha waves (Martin , 2002). Alpha waves
occur at a different frequency and voltage (lower and higher, respectively) than beta waves, and
are soon replaced by slower brain waves experienced in the first stage of sleep (Martin, 2002).
Understanding each individual stage of NREM sleep is important to understand the function of
NREM sleep as a whole.
The first stage of NREM, aptly named Stage J, is a brief stage of light sleep and usually
lasts for only a few minutes for each sleep cycle (Martin, 2002). During this stage the rate of the
heart and lungs slows down, body temperature decreases, and muscle tension declines (National
Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, 2005, section 1). As sleep sets in, brain waves
slow down from alpha waves of eight to 12 Hz to theta waves, which occur at four to eight Hz
(Molle, 2002). As the stages cycle through the night, most of a normal night's sleep, around fifty
percent of the time, is spent in shallow sleep and is expended within stage 1 and stage 2. During
this period, a person can easily awaken, and may experience fragmented mental images referred
to as hypnagogic dreams. Although detailed dreaming is restricted to REM sleep, hypnagogic
dreams can occur during periods of light sleep (Martin, 2002).
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Stage 2 sleep of NREM ·lasts for approximately forty minutes of each sleep cycle (Zil lmer
& Spiers, 2002). At this point, it is harder to be awaken than when in stage 1, but not as difficult

as later stages, as eyes remain still and muscles stay relaxed. Stage 2 consists of two types of
brain waves: sleep spindles, (short spurts of brain waves) and K complexes (individual, robust
waves), which both occur in less than a second (Martin, 2002). Sleep spindles occur at a rate of
12- 15 Hz, approximately four to eight Hz faster than the replaced theta waves of stage 1 sleep

(Molle, 2002). Spindle activity has been connected to the consolidation process of memories
that occur during sleep, and may help in the process of brain plasticity, meaning that sleep
spindles may contribute to the brain's ability to reshape its neural connections (Molle, 2002).
The third stage, or stage 3, is known as the period of deep sleep, and along with stage 4,
is also called slow-wave sleep. This stage lasts only a few minutes (Marti n, 2002). Delta waves
take the place of sleep spindles and K complexes in this stage and continue into stage 4. Stage 3
occurs for 12% of the ninety-minute sleep cycle, equally to approximately ten minutes per cycle
(Zillmer & Spiers, 2002). Delta waves occur at a rate of one to four Hz and begin in various
areas of the brain, much like the other types of oscillations, particularl y from the thalamus, as
well as from the cortical region (Lee, Ki m, Shin, 2004).
Stage 4 consists of delta waves, and is the deepest level of sleep during NREM sleep
(Zillmer & Spiers, 2002). Whi le delta waves can be generalized into one set, some researchers
divide these waves into two : slow delta (half to two Hz) and fast delta (two to four Hz)
components (Benoit, Daurat, & Prado, 2000). This level accounts for thirteen percent of the
sleep cycle, which is equivalent to approximately twelve minutes per cycle (Zillmer & Spiers,
2002). Not only do K-complexes play a part of stage 2 sleep, they are also observed during stage
3 and stage 4 sleep (Happe, et al, 2002). Stages 3 and 4 account for the majority of time in the
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sleep cycle, but taking some medications, such as benzodiazepines, can decrease time in these
stages, while increasing time in the shallow stages 1 and 2 (Martin , 2002).
NREM sleep ends with stage 4, leading into REM sleep. ft is during this period, which
makes up 25%, or approx imately 23 minutes, of each sleep cycle that vivid dreaming occurs
(Zillmer & Spiers, 2002). It is important to note that the lengths of each NREM stage and REM
sleep change through the night with each sleep cycle. Early in the night REM sleep accounts for
only five to ten minutes of the cycle, but extends with each cycle to comprise 25% of sleep
(Siegel, 2005). As the REM sleep stage lengthens, stages 3 and 4 decrease; this maintains the
average sleep cycle of ninety minutes (Zillmer & Spiers, 2002). People, if they desire, can
increase REM sleep throughout the night by simply sleeping longer (Siegel, 2005). This is true
for humans only, not other animals.
REM Sleep
During REM sleep, the eyes move rapidly beneath the eyelids (hence the name rapid eye
movement), and a variety of changes occur within the body, including immobilization, breathing
and heart rate become variable, and blood pressure, temperature, pulse and metabolic rate all
increase, and there are also signs of sexual arousal in both sexes (Martin, 2002). REM brain
waves are similar to those observed during consciousness: small , quick, and random, and are
often referred to as "sawtooth " waves (Zillmer & Spiers, 2002). Along with NREM sleep, it is
important to understand the specifics of REM sleep to understand the sleep cycle as a whole.
Each separate portion of sleep affects the others, and, by doing so, affects the quality of sleep and
the quality of wake.
One of the most noticeable and clear functions of REM sleep is dreaming. Dreams have
been the focus of many philosophers and researchers, such as Freud and his work The
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intelpretation of dreams. Even people who believe they do not dream have been used in studies
10

show that they do, in fact, dream- they are just not likely to remember the dream unless they

are awoken during REM sleep. There are also some researchers who believe that REM sleep and
dreaming do not necessary have to co-occur (Solms, 2000). Some researchers are following this
idea and studying whether or not REM sleep is completely separate from NREM sleep, or if the
two somehow merge, with some characteristics of REM sleep occurring during NREM sleep.
This type of REM sleep is referred to as covert REM or intermediate sleep (Nielson, 2000).
There is still much research to be done on this topic.
Normal sleep patterns vary from species to species. As already discussed, humans go
through five stages in approximately ninety minute cycles throughout the night. Mice, however,
spend far more time asleep, and when they do sleep, the majority of it is NREM sleep (Martin,
2002). One strongly correlated aspect of sleep is body and brain size and the average cycle time
in NREM sleep- the smaller the animal, the shorter the cycle (Siegel, 2005). Another aspect is
diet: Species whose diets are high in calories (carnivores) sleep more than species whose diets
are low in calories (herbivores) sleep less, while omnivores fit between those two points (Siegel,
2005).
Physiology of Sleep
The circadian rhythm means "living clock" based on a day/night cycle, and is most often
used to refer to the twenty-four hour sleep-wake cycle (Palmer, 2002). In mammals, including
humans, the circadian rhythm is manifested by sleeping during the night and being awake during
the day. The circadian clock is local ized in the suprachi asmatic nucleus (SCN). This nucleus is
located in the anterior hypothalamus, which is located in the brain stem. The brain stem is
responsible for basic bodily functions such as breathing, heart rate, and hunger. The SCN is
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found over the optic chiasm, receiving information for both visual· fields (Zillmer & Spiers, .
2002

). There are a few different pathways that bring photic information to this area, including

the retinohypothalamic tract (RHT), the intergeniculate leaflet (IGL) by way of the
geniculohypothalamic tract, and the ventral lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) (Piggins, Coogan,
Culter, & Reed, 2002). Sleep is not, as stated earlier, a simple process. Reviewing the structures
that the process relies on can further build on the knowledge of sleep, which is one goal of this
thesis. Each structure discussed is involved in the physiological aspects of sleep, and without
these structures, a person, at worst, could lose the ability to sleep, leading to a variety of
problems, mentally and physically.
The RHT is created by ganglion cells that are over the retina, sending projections to the
SCN (Foster & Kreitzman, 2004). Ganglion cells are the grey cells of the brain, hence the term
"grey matter" when referring to the brain. There are many areas of the brain that are composed
mainly of these grey cells; an example of this would be the cortex (the surface of the brain). A
type of opsin (light-sensitive pigments found in photoreceptor cells) called melanopsin is found
in the ganglion cells of the RHT, and while there is only a small amount of thi s opsin, it seems to
be rather important to the circadian rh ythm, in that when the gene that creates melanopsin is
turned off in mice, the response of the circadian rhythm to light disappears (Foster & Kreitzman
2004 ). Without this response, periods of sleep and wake would be erratic, which could lead to
additional problems, including sleep or mood disorders.
The RHT takes photic information from the visual pathways and uses various
neurotransmitters to pass the information to the SCN. Neurotransmitters are important for
information to be transmitted throughout various areas of the brain, working on a basic level of
synapse to synapse. A few of the neurotransmitters that are used by the RHT to transmit visual
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at.J'on to the SCN are glutatmate, pitu itary adenylate cyclase activating polypeptide

(PACAP), and substance P (SP) (Piggins et al. , 2002). Glutamate and PACAP are released by

melanopsin ganglion cells, while substance P is released by sensory ganglions.
The intergeniculate leaflet (JGL), according to Carlson (2004), is found in the lateral
geniculate nucleus, a part that collects information from the ganglion cells that contain
melanopsio and sends it to the SCN. Carlson also notes that the relationship between the SCN
and the IGL seems to take part in reorienting the circadian rhythm (Carlson, 2004). It is within
the IGL that melanopsin has been shown to reside. Gooley and colleagues (2003) found that
when they injected rAA V -GFP (recombinant adena-associated vims contai ning green
fluorescent protein) into the eyes of adult rats that certain terminals were compressed in one area
(the IGL) but were light in the DLG and VLG, which demonstrates the retinal ganglion cells
containing melanopsin radiate mainly to the IGL. The IGL also serves as a separation for the
dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) and the ventral lateral geniculate nucleus (vLGN)
(Kolmac & Mitrofanis, 2000).
The ventral lateral genicu late nucleus (vLGN) is located with in the thalamus (Kolmac &
Mitrofanis, 2000). The thalamus, a small , grey structure in the center of the brain, is equipped to
perform a variety of functions. Some of these function s include receiving, processing, and
forwarding much of the sensory (except for olfaction) and motor input (Zillmer & Spiers, 2002).
The thalamus is also involved in emotional behavior, such as moods, as it is part of the limbic
system. The role of the vLGN in the thalamus is not fully known, but it does seem to take part in
a variety of visual processes, including the circadian rhythm (Kolmac & Mitrofanis, 2000). T he
vLGN also has a role in manipulating motor activity and receives information from the
cerebellum (Zillmer & Spiers, 2002).
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Allhough the SCN seems to be the central processing center used for sleep, it cannot
work alone. The tracts that take information from various areas in the brain (from the eyes and
the thalamus), but it needs a way to transfer the information. This is where neurotransmitters
step in. Without these neurologic~] signals, sensory, hormonal, chemical, and electrical
information would not be able to travel from areas of the body to areas within the brain. A
neurotransmitter is a type of chemical emitted from a terminal button that affects the neurons it
comes in contact with by inhibiting or exciting the neuron (Carlson, 2004). Neurotransmitters
have an important role in moving the body from wakefulness to sleep, as well as other processes.
The following neurotransmitters are just a small handful of those used for passing and processing
information.
Glutamate, an excitatory neurotransmitter, is found throughout the nervous system, and is
an amino acid (Zillmer & Spiers, 2002). Amino acids are the basis of protein, and are found not
only within the nervous system, where they are used for communication between neurons, but
throughout the body as well (Zillmer & Spiers, 2002). This neurotransmitter helps induce REM
sleep (Datta, 2002).
PACAP, is a type of peptide, as its name implies. Peptides are amino acids that are
connected to each other by peptide bonds (Carlson, 2004). Although PACAP was initially
found to be "a hypothalamic hormone that stimulates adenylate cyclase in pituitary cells[,]" it is
now clear that, like many other neurotransmitters, it has more than one function (Delgado, Abad,
Martinez, Juarranz, Leceta, Ganea, & Gomari z, p. 142). It can also play a role in the task of
neurogenesis, the capability to create new brain cells, both during the prenatal period
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development, as well as into adulthood. Suh, Lu-, Nicot, Tatsuno, and DiCicco-Bloom (200 1)
found that when PACAP is injected in vivo, the production of DNA was decreased.
Substance P, also a type of peptide, binds with neurokinin receptors. Not only is SP
associated with regulating the sleep-wake cycle, but it is also associated with the regulation of
mood disorders , among more issues (Carlson, 2004). While it can be found in the superficial
dorsal horn, most of SP is manufactured in the sensory ganglion cells and then forwarded to
other areas within the brain (Harrison & Geppetti, 200 I). Some recent research also suggests
that levels of SPare related to depressive symptoms.
There are also non-photic neurotransmitters that are sent to the SCN through channels
other than RHT. These neurotransmitters are serotonin, neuropeptide Y (NPY), gamma-amino
butyric acid (GABA), nitric oxide (NO), and Acetylcholine (ACh). Serotonin is an amine NPY,
as its name suggests, is a type of peptide, GABA is an amino acid, NO is a type of, and ACh is a
kind of biogenic amine.
Serotonin is produced in the raphe nuclei, which is found in the midbrai n, pons, and
medulla (Carlson, 2004). As stated in Principles of Neuropsychology (2002), destmction of the
raphe nuclei can lead to insomnia. Serotonin production levels are at their highest during periods
of awake and lowest during sleep (Mist! berger, Antle, Glass, & Miller, 2000). Seroton in release
can also be altered via activity. Mistlberger, et al., (2000) noted that serotonin release increased
by approximately 50% in hamsters while running on a wheel. Serotonin also plays a significant
role in depression, which will be covered later in the paper.
Neuropeptide Y, secreted from neurons in the arcuate nucleus (an area in the
hypothalamus) , is associated with a variety of functions, including hunger (Carlson, 2004).
NPY's effects on sleep were pointed out by Held and colleagues: repeated dispenses of NPY
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onset shorter. Like serotonin, NPY is associated with the circadian rhythm, as well

·ession and anxiety (Held, et al., 2006).
·
GABA is synthesized in inhibitory synapses by the "decarboxylation of glutamate by

glutamic acid decarboxylase " (Matthews & Diamond, 2003 p. 2040). According to the MerriamWebster dictionary, decarboxylation is "the removal or elimination of carboxyl from a
molecule." It is the principle neurotransmitter of the SCN (Liu & Reppert, 2000). GABA is
also the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the brain and plays a role in many of the brain's
functions, including sleep and neurogenesis (Ge, et al., 2006).
Nitric oxide, according to L. Xue and colleagues (2000), is a neurotransmitter with the
total nervous system, generated in enteric neurons. The researchers go on to state that NO is an
inhibitory neurotransmitter, just as GABA has a similar function (Xue et al., 2000). Aside from
being part of the process of the circadian rhythm, NO has also been linked to bipolar disorder,
major depression, and schizophrenia (Reif, Herterich, Strobel, Ehlis, Saur, Jacob , Wienker,
Topner, Fritzen , Walter, Schmitt, Fallgatter, & Lesch, 2006).
ACh plays an important role in the peripheral nervous system (PNS) as well as the
autonomic nervous system (Zillmer & Spiers, 2002). It is also the only neurotransmitter that is
known to be destroyed by a process called enzymatic deactivation, that is, destroying the
neurotransmitter after it is discharged (Carlson , 2004). LeDoux (2003) explains the importance
of ACh for many processes, including its involvement with heart rate and muscle movements.
As previously stated, each neurotransmitter is important to more than just one process.
Each of the discussed neurotransmitters are highly important to sleep, as they each help in either
the setting or maintenance of the circadian rhythm or play a peripheral role.
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and Slee]. .
Light is a very important factor in the sleep-wake cycle, as it helps to set the circadian

rhythm. The information gathered by the RHT from the visual system is, after all, due to light
In complete darkness, humans are unable to perce ive anything around them. Even in low-light
situations, human visual perception lacks important information, including the full range of
visible color. A study by Czeisler in 1978 has often been referred to as the first scientific finding
that shows the importance of light to the circadian rhythm. P. Lavie references this work in his
2001 paper "Sleep-Wake as a Biological Rhythm," summing up Czeisler et al's work in which
they shifted the rhythms of participants' circadian rhythms by exposing the participants to bright

light.
When light hits the eye, many different reactions occur, called sensory transduction.
First, light is reflected off the object being viewed and is absorbed through the lens of the eye
and passed to the photoreceptors, which are located behind the retina. Photoreceptors are made
of a combination of rods (which are used in low-light situations and infer shades of grey) and
cones (used in perceiving the range of visible color). The rods and cones contain photopigments
used to transmit visual information, a chemical called rhodopsin. The photoreceptors transduce
the electromagnetic information (light) and the electrical information continues to the brain via
the retina and optic nerve. Each eye receives information from the left and right visual fields;
information from the left visual field of each eye is sent to the right hemisphere while
information from the right visual field of each eye is sent to the left hemisphere. This
information is fed into various areas of the brain, including the occipital lobe and the thalamus.
As previously stated, many of the structures important to the circadian rhythm are found near or
within the structure of the thalamus.
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Along with the circadian rhythm, light is also involved with a specific mood disorder,
ffective disorder (SAD). This disorder is discussed later in this paper in more detail.
season a1 a
Jlle Purpose of Sleep
The first theory to cover is called the restoration theory of sleep. Those who foJiow the
restoration theory believe that sleep is necessary to the process of memory. Rauchs, Desgranges,
Foret, and Eustache (2005) sought to explain this theory by reviewing previous studies, some
involving non-human animals and others involving humans. In the review of post-training sleep
deprivation studies, the group concluded that some particular post-training REM sleep
deprivation negatively affects memory reliant on the hippocampus, but point out that the level of
impairment in learning depends of the difficulty of the task.
The other theory, preservation and protection theory, states that sleep is important for
conserving energy and avoiding predators. Meddis was one of the first proponents of th is theory
in the 1970s (Martin, 2002). The preservation aspect is often explained by observations of
mammals of various sizes. Researchers have noted that large herbivores sleep very little
throughout the day, while small animals sleep much of the time. One reason given for this
observation is that vegetation is not dense in calories, so a large herbivore needs to be awake
more throughout the day in order to intake enough food. Small animals, on the other hand,
expend large amounts of energy to regulate their body temperature while awake, but not while
asleep (Siegal, 2005). The second part of this theory, protection, maintains that large animals
cannot easily hide from predators, and therefore need to be awake and alert to danger. Small
animals, on the other, can hide easily. The accuracy in that observation plays into the protection
theory; that the best survival strategy for them is to reduce the amount of time spent awake and
moving, as movement can attract the attention of a predator.
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Disorders As with all biological processes, there are many abnormal variations in sleep cycles.

Some vari ations are slight and cause little distress. Other variations are substantial and have
serious consequences. Like other types of disorders, there are numerous reasons for these
differences, including environment and genetics.
Sleep disorders are placed into two different categories in the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual, Fourth edition, Text Revision (DSM-IV-TR): dyssomnias and parasomnias. Primary
insomnia, hypersomnia, and narcolepsy are found in the dyssomnia category, while nightmare
disorder, sleep terror disorder, and sleepwalking disorder are found in the parasomnia category.
Primary insomnia is one of the most well-known sleep disorders, and one of the most
researched. The most notable symptom of insomnia is, of course, the inability to fall asleep, and
also the inability to stay asleep. To receive a diagnosis of primary insomnia, one has to
experience the following symptoms, as stated in the DSM-IV-TR:

•

The predominant complaint is difficulty initiating or maintaining sleep, or
nonrestorative sleep, for at least J month.

•

The sleep disturbance (or associated daytime fatigue) causes clinically
significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other
important areas of functioning.

•

The sleep disturbance does not occur exclusively during the course of
another mental disorder (e.g., Maj or Depressive Disorder,
Generalized A nxiety Disorder, a delirium).

•

The disturbance is not due to the direct physiological effects of a
substance (e.g., a drug of abuse, a medicati-o n) or a general medical
condi tion.

It's no surprise that there is more than one fac tor for diagnosing primary insomni a. Each disorder
in the DSM-IV -TR has more than one symptom associated with it and often requires a certain
number of features to be met before a diagnosis can be made.
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There can be a variety of causes for an individual's insomnia. The most common reason
.

1s stre

ss either psychological or medical, though the sleep disorder often continues long after the

,

immediate stressor. (DSM-IV-TR) Insomnia is also associated as a secondary condition to
affective disorders (such as depression), medical conditions, behavioral disorders, and, of course,
circadian rhythm disorders (Roth & Roehrs, 2005). As noted earlier, destruction of the nuclei of
raphe can also cause insomnia (Zillmer & Spiers, 2002). People with insomnia also have higher
metabolisms, temperature, and larger amounts of cortisol and adrenaline (Martin, 2002). These
physiological differences may be the causes of insomnia, but they are also just as likely to be
effects of the disorder (Martin, 2002). Cortisol and adrenaline are more often related to anxiety
disorders rather than sleep disorders, but, just as with other chemicals, these can easily work
within two roles.
Statistically speaking, 10% of adults are diagnosed with primary insomnia, not including
the elderly- the rate of primary insomnia increases to 25% for this group. (AilPsych Online,
Etiology section, para. 1) Interestingly, you nger adults complain more of trouble falling asleep,
while older adults (middle aged and older) have more trouble staying asleep overnight and also
wake up earlier than they desire (DSM-IV-TR). Other age groups (children and adolescents) can
develop primary insomnia, but it is a rather rare occurrence. Approximately 50% of people with
insomnia show comorbidity with depression (Thase, 2005).
Of all the adult sufferers, women make up the majority of what are often referred to as
"insomniacs" (AllPsych Online, Etiology section, para. 1). This gender difference is not just
apparent in the U.S. Last year, Ying-Yeh Chen and colleagues published their study that focused
on explaining this factor in Taiwan. Specifically, they noted that while biological reasons have
been greatly studied, there was little information on sociological factors for the gender
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nee In the end , they could not give any conclusive reasons for the gender difference
·

either.

Two variables that have disputing research are socioeconomic status (SES) and
race/etbnicity. Gellis, Lichstein, Scarinci, Durrence, Taylor, Bush, and Riedel (2005), found that
adults with a lower socioeconomic status have an increased risk of developing insomnia,
however, Chen and colleagues found no evidence to suggest that a lower SES is a factor, at least
when discussing the gender difference. Buscemi, Vandermeer, Friesen, Bialy, Tubman, Ospina,
Klassen, and Witmans (2005) fou nd s ix studies to support a link of SES to insomnia and nine
that did not. These same authors pointed out studies that found a relationship between race and
insomnia- that, in one study, insomnia is associated with being part of a minority group, while a
separate studied showed just the opposite (Buscemi, et al., 2005).
The possible treatments for insomnia range from behavioral therapy to prescription
medication. Since insomnia is most often a symptom of another disease or disorder, rather than
the main disease, it is important to first treat the original disorder, such as depression.
Behavioral methods consist of changing behav iors associated with sleep. Some of the
most basic behavioral treatments for insomni a include: exerc ising regularly, changing dietary
habits, using the bedroom for sleep and sex only, keeping a regular sleep schedule, reducing
lighting and noise, reducing radical temperatures, and by taking short naps, or no naps at all
(Holbrook, Crowther, Lotter, Cheng, and King, 2000). Those simple steps can help reduce the
issue of insomnia, greatly limiting the need for medication (which can lead to addiction). Often,
behavioral therapy is considered to be the most effective and safest form of treatment.
When those steps are not enough, medication is sometimes prescribed. Often, when a
sleep aid (such as Ambien) is prescribed, it is for a short length of time, usually no greater than
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s Currently, there are eighteen sleep medications approved by the FDA for treating
rwoweek ·
. mnia Another medication, melatonin, has been touted as a natural treatment for insomnia,
tnso
·
but as of now, there is no conclusive evidence of this declaration. It is often so ld over-thecounter in health food and supplement stores, but, as a dietary supplement, it is not regulated by
the FDA. Also, although they are not FDA approved for treating insomnia, two antidepressants
have been used as treatment with beneficial results: nefazodone and rnirtazapine (Thase, 2005).
Although behavioral techniques are preferred by most clinicians, and medication can help
in treating short-term insomnia (insomnia caused by stress that is not expected to last long), other
treatment options are being studied. Some of those treatments being researched are including
light therapy (which is also used for treating Seasonal Affective Disorder), among other ways of
changing the sleep-wake rhythm (National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, Sleep
Disorders section, para. 2).
Sleep apnea is another disorder that is getting a lot of attention, for good reason. The
main feature of sleep apnea, apnea being Greek for "without breath," is that the person stops
breathing while asleep (Stewart, 2003). Breathing may stop anywhere from a few seconds to a
few minutes. Even though this normally wakes the person up, it is so brief that they rarely
remember. In rare, devastating cases, the person does not awaken. Sleep apnea is often refetTed
to as Ondine's curse, for the German story of a water nymph who married, and later cursed for
his infidelity, a mortal man. The curse: the man would forget to breathe unless he actively
remembered to do so. Although sleep apnea is not directly tied to the circadian rhythm or
depression, it is important to note that disruptive sleep can affect both topics.
There are two types of sleep apnea: central sleep apnea and obstructive sleep apnea
(Stewart, 2003). Central sleep apnea occurs when part of the brain, which controls breathing,

I
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malfunctions (Stewart, 2003). The -medulla, located in the hindbrain, is the area responsible for
involuntary breathing (Beatty, 2001). This type is rarer than obstructive, but just as damaging.
Obstructive sleep apnea occurs when the airway is blocked (Stewart, 2003). There are many
sources for obstruction, including throat muscles that relax too much, a small airway, decreased
muscle tone, and (most commonly) weight gain (Stewart, 2003). For both types of sleep apnea,
snoring is a common problem. More serious complications include irregular heartbeats, high
blood pressure, and the increased risk of a heart attack or stroke (Stewart, 2003).
Sleep apnea strikes men more often than women, especially men who are middle-aged
and obese (Beatty, 200 I). It affects approximately 4 percent of people, most of which develop
sleep apnea during midd le age (Martin, 2002). The rate increases with age and being part of a
high-risk group, such as being obese or having irregular facial bone structures (Martin, 2002). A
study in 2002 found that African-Americans had a higher rate of AHI (apnea hypopnea indexrate of sleep apena within a family) than Caucasians (Buxbaum, Elston, Tishler, and Redline,
2002). However, Gibson (2004) that other countries, featuring a majority of non-Caucasians,
have similar rates for sleep apnea. Socioeconomic factors, on the other hand, do not seem to
play a role in this disorder.
There are a few different type of treatment available for reducing sleep apnea. The most
basic, if the sleep apnea is associated with weight gain, is to lose weight. Surgery is another
option for treatment. A few different surgeries are employed, including tonsillectomy,
tracheotomy, and temperature controlled radiofrequency tissue ablation (TCRFfA). The main
non-surgical treatment used involves applying pressure to the nose via a CPAP (continuous
positive airway pressure), a method that uses a machine to put positive pressure in the nose by a
hose placed on the nose, or the nose and mouth (Gibson, 2004).
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Depression

Depression is a surprisingly conm1on disease than can be absolutely devastating for the
sufferer. This disorder can be dated back at least to Hippocrates, who referred to it as
"melancholia" and determined that it spouted from an excess of black bile, one of his four
humors. It has been, and is still , widely studied by medical doctors and psychologists alike. The
symptoms have been reviewed and researched, as have many of the possible causes.
Medications to alleviate the symptoms are widely marketed via television and print ads, which
have helped bring this issue into the minds of the average American.
Although depression is a very different phenomenon, it also shares many connections
with sleep. They both involve serotonin and SP, and they are both influenced by biological and
environmental factors. Each phenomenon can also influence the other, such as the sleep
symptoms listed by the DSM-IV -TR under depression. The circadian rhythm is not the only
process affected by reception of light. Seasonal affective disorder, a type of depression, is
influenced by light, and treatment is often in volves light therapy.
Symptoms
Listed under Axis I, and also called unipolar disorder, depression manifests itself in
variety of ways. Although some people claim to be depressed during a short period of sadness,
the DSM-IV-TR places great importance on the timeline. According to the manual, the
symptoms must occur for at least two continuous weeks. Being upset or sad for a few days does
not a diagnosis of depression make. The criteria listed in the DSM-IV-TR include the following:
•

Five (or more) of the following symptoms have been present during the same 2-week
period and represent a change from previous functioning; at least one of the
symptoms is either ( 1) depressed mood or (2) loss of interest or pleasure.
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•
•
•
•

Note: Do not include symptoms. that are clear.ly d.ue to a general medical condition, or
mood-incongruent delusiOns or hallucmat10ns
depressed mood most of the day, nearly every day, as indicated by either
0
subjective report (e.g., feels sad or empty) or observation made by others
(e.g., appears tearf'lll) Note: In children and adolescents, can be irritable
mood.
markedly diminished interest or pleasure in all, or almost all, activities
0
most of the day, nearly every day (as indicated by either subjective
account or observation made by others)
significant weight loss when not dieting or weight gain (e.g., a change of more
0
than 5% of body weight in a month), or decrease or increase in appetite
nearly every day. Note: In children, consider failure to make expected
weight gains.
o insomnia or hypersomnia nearly every day
o psychomotor agitation or retardation nearly every day (observable by others, not
merely subjective feelings or restlessness or being slowed down)
o fatigue or loss of energy nearly every day
o feelings of worthlessness or excessive or inappropriate guilt (which may be
delusional) nearly every day (not merely self-reproach or guilt about being
sick)
o diminished ability to think or concentrate, or indecisiveness, nearly every day
(either by subjective account or as observed by others)
o recurrent thoughts of death (not just fear of dying), recurrent suicidal ideation
without a specific plan, or a suicide attempt or a specific plan for
committing suicide
The symptoms do not meet criteria for a Mixed Episode
The symptoms cause clinically significant distress or impairment in social,
occupational, or other important areas of functioning.
The symptoms are not due to the direct physiological effects of a substance (e.g., a drug
of abuse, a medication) or a general medical condition (e.g., hypothyroidism)
The symptoms are not better accounted for by Bereavement, i.e. , after the loss of a loved
one, the symptoms persist for longer than 2 months or are characterized by
marked functional impairment, morbid preoccupation with worthlessness, suicidal
ideation, psychotic symptoms, or psychomotor retardation.

As with many disorders listed in the DSM-IV -TR, the exclusion of the disorder being
caused by drug abuse or other medical problems is an important note. While an illness can
precipitate depression, it is important to rule out the illness as the cause. It is also important to
note, when there is drug abuse, whether or not the abuse preceded the depressive episode, or if
dmgs are used as a way to "self-medicate." The DSM-IV-TR also notes sleep disturbances as
another symptom that may be experienced, either insomnia or hypersomnia. Another symptom,
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one not

listed in the DSM-IV -TR, is physical pain. Many people who suffer from depression

lain of aches and/or pains that have no apparent physical cause. Eli Lilly and
a)so comp
Company, a corporation that produces the depression medication Cymbalta, has recently used
this aspect with their commercials featuring the phrase "Depress ion Hurts " to appeal to more
customers.
,erevalence
The age of onset can vary widely, depending on a person's life experiences. On average,
the first episode of depression occurs in the mid-20s in adults. Although most talk about
depression is aimed at adults, it can also affect children. Depression can occur at any age, and
public attention has recently turned to the problem of childhood depression. A few symptoms
are slightly different in children, but the effects are the same. Depression can also afflict the
elderly. Indeed, the Cleveland Clinic Health Center (2005, para. 1) reports that roughly six
million elderly adults experience late-onset depression.
According to the United States Department of Health and Human Services Substance
Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), eight percent of adults
experienced a maj or depressive episode at least once in the 12 months prior to the 2004 National
Survey on Drug Use and Health study (SAMHSA para. 6). On average, depression affects
women more often than men, with depression striking women nearly twice as often as men
(National Mental Health Association Causes section para. 6) .
Just as there are differences in the prevalence of depression among genders , so are there
different levels of incidence among different races/ethnicities. Oquendo, Ellis, Greenwald,
Malone, Weissman, and John (2001) compared the rates of depression and suicide between
different races. Comparing the two rates against each other, and against other races, lends more
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ledge to understanding depression. Using information gathered over the course of a year,

the researchers found that "rates of major depression were 3.6% for whites, 3.5% for blacks,
. % for Mexican Americans, 2.5% for Cuban Americans, and 6.9 % for Puerto Ricans."
28
(Oquendo, et al., 200 1, p. 1652)
Socioeconomic status (SES) also has a role in depression, as it does with many other
diseases. Part of the disproportionate rates of depression, in concordance with SES, comes from
stress. As Everson, Maty, Lynch , and Kaplan (2002) pointed out, stress, both acute and chronic,
can activate changes within the neuroendocrine systems in the the hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal
(HPA) axis, as well as other processes and issues. Those with a lower SES tend to have more
stress over basic survival issues, such as paying rent and utilities, and are less able to afford
medical care. However, as Eaton and colleagues discussed in their 2001 paper, the correlation
between SES and depression is far from clear.
Characteristics
People with depression vary widely from each other, but because of the symptoms, show
similar behaviors. Some researchers believe that people with depression also have similar
personality traits as well. Steunenberg, Beekman, Deeg, and Kerkhof (2006) conducted a study
to further ascertain the rate of occurrence. Using the personality characteristics referred to as
neuroticism , mastery, self-efficacy, and self-esteem, they found that these personality factors had
a stronger correlation with depression than either physical fitness or social reserves
(Steunenberg, et al., 2006).
Clark, Vittengl, Kraft, and Jarrett studied similar behaviors, and published a paper in
2003 discussing personality and depression. Their study involved measuring the relationship
between a variety of personality traits and depression. In all , they used one personality survey
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(to evalua

te 15 personality traits) that has been shown to have a relationship with traditional

personality theories and assessment (Clark et al. , 2003). They also used the Beck Depression
Inventory (BDI), the Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression, 17-Item Version (HRS-D- 17), the
Inventory for Depressive Symptomatology (IDS), and the Aggregation of Depression Severity
Measures (Clark et al., 2003). After determining and analyzing personality traits and level of
depression, they found evidence to support their three theories: "that at each assessment
depression would relate to personality-based state affect[,]" "that depression would relate to trait
variance equally at both assessments[,]" and "that change in depression would relate to state
change but not to trait levels[.]" (Clark et al. , 2003, p. 10-11 )
As these researchers and other have found , personality traits can be related to depress ion.
Specifically, trruts that make up negative temperaments, often referred to as neuroticism, are
often associated with depression. Some of traits listed on SNAP include Negative Temperament,
Mist111st, Self-harm, Dependency, Positive Temperament, and Detachment (Clark et al., 2003).
The researchers also noted that the former four are related to a Negative Affectivity/Neuroticism
factor, wrule the latter two are re lated to a Positive Affectivity/Extraversion factor (Clark et al. ,
2003).
As well as showing a higher incidence of negative behaviors than the non-depressed,
some research has shown that those with depression may also have a similar life event
background. A study about women and depression by Honkalampi, Hintikka, Haatainen,
Koivumaa-Honkanen, Tanskanen, and Viinamaki (2005) found several events occutTed during
their participants' childhood at a significant rate as compared to those without depression. The
conunon occurrences considered were: poor relationship between parents, parental alcohol
abuse, harsh discipline, unhappiness of childhood home, physical punishments, and domestic
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ce Among those, the last four were significant at p < 0.001 level , while the first two were
.

. ·r1·cant at p < 0.01 level.

sagnl

The researchers also looked at more recent events in their

participants' Jives. They found that the loss of a job or bankruptcy was not a significant factor,

but that death of a spouse and breaking off a long-term relationship were significant at p < 0.05.
Further, death of a close relative or friend and considerable difficulties in a working relationship
were significant at p < 0.01. The majority of the situations given were significant at p < .001.
These situations were: negative change in the state of health of a family member, significantly
more conflicts with the spouse, sexual difficulties, considerable financial difficulties, illness
causing work disability for over three weeks, and some difficult, stressful event (Honkalampi,

2005)
A second study done by the same group, covering both female and male participants, lead

to similar results. Overall, Honkalampi and colleagues (2005) found that childhood events are,
indeed, related to depression in adulthood. When the early events are combined with negative
expeliences in adulthood (including death or illness in the family, violence, and/or financial
difficulties) there is an increased danger of developing depression.
Etiology
There are a variety of possible causes, both biological and environmental, for
experiencing depression. Depression due to a one-time or limited incident tends to pass with
time, though one episode of depression does make a person more vulnerable to depression later.
On the other hand, the two given categories often lead to recurring depressive episodes.
However, most of the time there is more than one basic reason why a person is depressed.
Most often, biology is determined as the basis for recurrent episodes of major depression.
To this extent, many researchers have looked at the prevalence of mood disorders within a
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. particularly identical twins. Dr. Patricia Ainsworth· states the rates of depression increase
faJlll 1y.
depending on the number of family members with a mood disorder, as well as their relation.
People who have one parent with major depressive ctisorder have a 25 to 30 percent risk factor of
developing the same disorder (Ainswmtb, 2000). Among those with two parents with a mood
disorder, one of which has bipolar disorder, the risk for a mood disorder increases to 50 to 75
percent for the child (Ainsworth, 2000). Among identical twins, the risk for depression when
raised in the same household is approximately 69 percent when raised separately (Carlson,

2004).
What other biological factors can lead to depression? One answer, which has ample
variety of research available, is the role of neurotransmitters, particularly three monoamines:
serotonin, dopamine, and norepinephrine. Just as normal functioning relies on neurotransmitters
to carry messages throughout the brain, issues with neurotransmitters and their activity can
produce a host of problems. Understanding the functions of these neurotransmitters and their
roles in depression can lead to a better comprehension of this disorder.
Serotonin, manufactured in the raphe nuclei as discussed earlier, helps with regulating
moods, sleep, eating, arousal, and pain (Carlson, 2004). Low production levels, as well as low
uptake levels, of serotonin are linked to depression. This neurotransmitter uses the pathways of
the raphe nuclei that lead to the cerebellum, medulla oblongata, and the limbic system to
influence emotion and mood (Zillmer & Spiers, 2002).
Dopamine, produced in the substantia nigra, produces norepinephrine, also called
noradrenaline (Greenfield, 2001). The substantia nigra, a structure found in the basal ganglia in
the telencephalon, contains the dark areas that dopamine originates from. As the cells in the dark
areas of the substantia nigra die, dopamine production decreases, which can lead to the
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oms seen in people with Parkinson's di-sease (Greenfield, 200 1). ·Dopamine is involved in .
symPt

avariety of functions, such as movement, learning, and attention (Carlson, 2004).
Norepinephrine, produced mainly in the locus ceruleus of the brain stem with the help of
dopamine, but can be produced virtually anywhere throughout the brain. Norepinephrine follows
pathways into the cerebellum, spinal cord, and forebrain, helping to regulate memory, hormones,
motor behavior, memory, and blood flow in the brain (Zillmer & Spiers, 2002). Dopamine's role
in the production of norepinephrine involves an enzyme, beta-hydroxylase, to convert the former
neurotransmitter into the latter.
Also, recent research points to the idea that Substance P levels are too high (Carlson,

2004). As stated earlier, the receptors this neurotransmitter binds with, NK 1, which are
recognized as taking part in emotional behavior and stress responses (Carlson, 2004). In a 2003
paper, Bondy, Minov , Schi.ile, Schwarz, Zwanzger, Rupprecht, and Moller tested the levels of SP
in 23 patticipants with depression (who had been off of anti-depressant medication for one week)
and 33 gender-related control participants and age-related control participants. Participants had
blood drawn twice, with the second drawing four weeks after the first. The researchers found
that in the first drawing SP levels varied among the group with depression, and that their levels
were still significantly higher than the non-depressed control group. The patticipants with
depression were then given either two weeks (22 participants) or four weeks (19 pru·ticipants) of
treatment, and their blood was drawn for a second time to determine SP levels. Even though
none of the participants in the two week subgroup showed a significant difference in SP levels,
seven (37%) in the four week treatment group did have significantly lower levels of SP. Of
course, more research needs to be completed before anything fully definitive can be said.
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Just as differences in neurotransmitters occur in the brain of someone with depression, so
can the actual physical structures of the brain appear different. Whether these difference cause
depression, or if depression causes the changes is not fully known. For some people, damage
comes from an unrelated event, such as an accident. For othe rs it is a side effect of another
disorder, such as Parkinson's disease and the substantia nigra.
Although a variety of areas in the brain may appear abnormal in those with depression,
the most remarked upon is the hippocampus. Long held as an important step to cementing longterm memories, the hippocampus is a small, seahorse-shaped structure found within the limbic
system (regarded as the seat of emotions). Videbech and Ravnkilde (2004) gathered information
from 351 participants with depression and 279 without depression. As would be expected, they
found that the longer that one has been experiencing depressive episodes, as well as the more
depressive episodes, the smaller the volume of the hippocampus. Oddly enough, or perhaps not,
the right side of the hippocampus tends to have a lower volume that the left side.
Damage to and abnormalities within the amygdala have also been studied in regard to
depression. The amygdala is found within the limbic system, which is widely known as being
involved in emotional behavior, including conditioning related to fear (Carlson, 2004). One
group of researchers has shown, using PET, increased blood flow in the amygdala, as well as in
the prefrontal cortex and thalamus in people with depression (Drevets, Price, Bardgett, R..eich,
Todd, Raichle, 2001). However, overall it is hard to determine what areas of the amygdala,
when damaged, can produce depression. A lesion in the in one region can generate depression
with aggressive outbursts and also fear in dogs, while a lesion in another area produces different
behaviors, for instance, a lesion in the lateral area can reverse the effects of medial region lesion
(Drevets, et al., 2001).
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The thalamus has also been indicated in depression, as weJl as the circadian rhythm,. as
mentioned earier. The thalamus, as discussed earlier, is found in the center of the brain and takes
part in a variety of functions . Because it is connected to other parts of the central nervous

system, roles of the cortex and thalamus show significant associations with each other (Zillmer
& Spiers, 2002). The main role of the thalamus is relay station- the thalamus, receives both

ascending and descending input from both hemispheres of the brain, particularly from the
cortical regions to which the thalamic nuclei extend towards (Zillmer & Spiers, 2002). It is also,
along with the hypothalamu s, a part of the limbic system, which is regarded as the seat of
emotion.
Environmental factors, or life experiences, can also play a part in depression. Childhood
events often influence behavior well into adulthood. Daily stressors can also increase the risk of
depression. Some of the most common environmental factors include death of a parent or
separation/divorce of parents during childhood, how they were raised, childhood abuse, recent
stress, and low socioeconomic class (Ainsworth, 2000).
Enns and Cox (2005) show one way in which this can occur. Using a group of people
who display perfectionism as well as depression, they found that those who had set high goals
for themselves but faced difficult obstacles related to their goals were more likely to experience
recurring depressive episodes.
Korkeila and colleagues (2005) found that childhood adversities, combined with adult
risk factors, increased the odds of depression. The adult risk factors that the researchers chose
included events or experiences such as living alone, level of education, use of alcohol
consumption, interpersonal relationships, and negative affect (Korkeila, 2005). Overall, they
included 19 items for this portion. As for childhood adversities, the six items they used were:
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ce or separation of the parents, serious family-problems, alcohol use in the family, overall

dtVOr

sES of the famny , recurrent fear for a family member, and a family member with a serious
medical condition (Korkeila et al. , 2005). A significant number of female and male participants
reported childhood adversities, which in turn showed more influence for depression than current
events alone, though when recent events are combined with childhood events, the risk for
depression is higher than childhood events alone (Korkeila et al., 2005).
Just as stress can affect sleeping patterns, so does it also play a large role in depression.
Over time, stress can take a toll, physically, on the body and the brain. Hammen (2005) studied
the effect of stress in regard to depression, noting the differences between acute stress and
chronic stress. Although acute stress, such as the Joss of a loved one, can lead to depression,
chronic stress is more highly related as a possible cause (Hammen, 2005). Within acute stress,
the more personalized the stress, the higher the incidence of depression, for example stress in
relation to an area person's life related to their self-esteem is more likely to trigger depression
than the loss of a relative . Chronic stress comes from continuous problems lasting at least 4
weeks (Hammen, 2005).
Treatments
There are a variety of treatments, both pharmaceutical and non-pharmaceutical, to
combat depression. Within the range of medications, different prescriptions act of different
facets of depression. The non-pharmaceutical method is, of course, therapy. Within this factor,
there are many types of therapy available for people with depression, from psychoanalytic to
cognitive-behavioral and everything in between.
There are four main types of medications used to treat depression: monoamine oxidase
inhibitors (MAOJs), selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRis), novel antidepressants, and
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tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs). ·Each medication has both·positive and negative features,
which must be weighed by the prescribing physician and the patient.
MAOis work by blocking the principal action monoamine oxidase, the enzyme that
inactivates the three majorly involved neurotransmitters, dopamine, serotonin, and
norepinephrine (Beatty, 2001). Although MAOis work very well for treating depression, it also
has serious side effects that require dietary changes to avoid. The foods that need to be avoided
include some dairy products (yogurt and cheese), some types of fruits and nuts, wine, and yeast
breads (Carlson, 2004). Eating these foods while taking an MAOI can raise amines (particularly
tyramine), which, in turn, can raise blood pressure to a hazardous level (Gotlib & Hammen,

2002).
SSRis are among the most publicly recognized medications on the market today, thanks
to television and magazine ads. These drugs work by preventing the synaptic cleft of
reabsorbing the expelled serotonin in the synaptic gap, so the serotonin waits in the gap to be
absorbed by another synapse (Ainsworth, 2000). SSRis are also able to prevent the reuptake of
norepinephrine as well (Gotlib & Hammen, 2002). Some of the most common SSRis include
Prozac, Celexa, Paxil and Zoloft. Though these drugs are highly effective and safer than
MAOis, they still have their share of side effects, including interactions with other medications,
mild nausea, stomachaches, mild diarrhea, headaches, sleep disturbances, and sexual side effects
(Ainsworth, 2000).
Novel antidepressants include bupropion (Wellbutrin), venlafaxine (Effexor), nefazodone
(Serzone), and mirtazapine (Remeron). Each of these medications have positive and negative
aspects, just as everything other medication. Bupropion, used to treat both depression and
anxiety (it can be prescribed to be people as they quit smoking to ease their anxiety), works on
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·nephrine and-dopamine, but not serotonin. It can cause anxiety, t-remors, headaches, and
noreP l
.

JRSO

mill· a but these ri sks are often viewed as acceptable considering the far fewer sexual side
'

effects (compared to SSRis) (Gotlib & Hammen, 2002). Venlafaxine is a type of SSRI that, with
an increased dosage, will not only block reuptake of serotonin, but also block norepinephrine
from reuptake (Gotlib & Hammen, 2002). It can also inhibit the reuptake of dopamine
(Ainsworth, 2000). The main side effect of this drug is hypertension (Gotlib & Hammen, 2002).
Nefazodone only faintly hinders serotonin reuptake, though it strongly blocks the serotonin-2
receptor, as well as having feeble n01·adrenergic activ ity, so how it can reduce depressive
symptoms is not well known (Gotlib & Hammen, 2002). Like bupropion, nefazodone has low
risk of sexual side effects and weight gain, but unlike bupropion, can cause sedation (Gotlib &
Hammen, 2002). Mirtazapinea has a very complex mechanism for reducing depressive
symptoms and is the medication least prescribed (Gotlib & Hammen, 2002). This medication
works by boosting the release of norepinephrine and serotonin (Gotlib & Hammen, 2002).
TCAs work very much like SSRis, block serotonin and norepinephrine reuptake in the
synaptic cleft (Gotlib and Hammen, 2002). Some of the side effects for this medication include
"sedation, dry mouth, blurred vision, rapid heart rate, constipation, dizziness on standing quickly
(due to sudden, transient drop in blood pressure), increased appetite with weight gain, and
confusion" (Ainsworth, 2000, p. 89). Aside from these side effects, some far more dangerous are
associated with TCAs. For a v;uiety of reasons, including the ease of which a fatal overdose of a
TCA drug can occur, these are not widely prescribed anymore (Ainsworth, 2000).
Another form of biological treatment is rarely employed. This treatment is a last resort
for people who have not been helped by any other treatment. Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT),
once called electroshock therapy, was originally a very dangerous procedure, used on people
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·e unable to give the ir eonsent. Today, with the help of muscle relaxants, better
whoWel
machinery, and better training, ECT is far less dangerous. That does not mean it should be done
without further consideration. For some people with severe depression, the side effects of this
treatment, including memory loss, are well worth the ease of mind.
Psychological treatments are also common for treating depression, as well as other mood
disorders. If depression was a truly genetic disease, psychological counseling would not be
helpful. However, since depression can be caused by environmental factors, different types of
therapy can help the patient return to normal living. There are numerous types of therapeutic
approaches, but cognitive-behavioral therapy, interpersonal psychotherapy, and psychoanalysis
are a few of the more common approaches for treating depression.
Cognitive-behavioral therapy focuses on changing behavioral patterns in order to change
the thought process. It often begins w ith the patient and therapist deciding on an end-result goal,
followed by forming a plan to get to that point (Gotlib & Hammen, 2002). Cognitive-behavioral
therapy is usually the quickest, as far as treatment time is concerned. As the behaviors change,
the cognitions about those behaviors change as well. Though some may regard this as quick fix,
since it does not apparently delve into the question of why someone was depressed to begin with,
it is often enough to at least start with reducing depressive symptoms.
Interpersonal therapy (IPT) is also a short-term form of therapy. The first main goal in
IPT is to reduce feelings of guilt the person with depression may hold (Gotlib & Hammen,
2002). As the guilt is relieved, other symptoms can be worked on. The next goal of IPT is to
improve the person's relationships with other rather than directly working on the depressive
symptoms as a whole (Ainsworth, 2000).
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Psychoanalytic therapy for depression often looks to delve deep into what Freud termed

the subconscious. This therapy sees depression as a symptom of an internal wrestle within the
person suffering from depression. Rather than merely treating the symptoms, psychoanalysis
looks to confront and work with the original cause of the symptoms, the "drives" within the
person (Ainsworth, 2000).
Sleep and Depression

Introduction
Sleep and depression are part of the human condition. Although not everyone
experiences the latter, we all need the former. There are many connections between these two
topics, physiologically and psychologically. Each shares some of the same neurotransmitters
(such as serotonin) and treating sleep problems can help to reduce depression and vice versa.
Understanding each subject on its own merit is a complex task, but necessary in order to
appreciate the connections they share.
The Circadian Rhythm and Depression
The circadian rhythm is related to depression. Recent research has suggested that some
sleep deprivation, particularly REM sleep deprivation, can relieve depression (Carlson, 2004).
Though the relieving effects total sleep deprivation can be felt immediately, it can take several
weeks for the effects of REM sleep deprivation to take hold (Carlson, 2004). The reasons for
this are not obvious at first sight, but after some investigation, are fully rational.
Expanding on the topic of REM sleep and the circadian rhythm, other researchers have
noted that patients with depression tend to move into REM sleep quicker than the average person
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(Posternak, 2003). During REM sleep, people with depression may have more eye movement

and more arousals during sleep (Ainsworth, 2000).
Serotonin, as previously discussed in both the sleep and the depression sections, is
important in both the circadian rhythm and treating depression. Related to REM sleep, raphe
nuclei activity is at minimal levels during REM sleep (Carlson, 2004). As previously stated,
serotonin production is actually lowest during sleep. In fact, it seems that serotonergic neurons
have a REM sleep-off discharge pattern (Siegel, 2003). GABA, on the other hand, when
released on onto various neurons, has a REM sleep-on discharge pattern (Siegel, 2003). Piggins,
Coogan, Cutler, and Reed (2002) note that in vivo studies have shown that serotonergic activity
can suppress the activity and responses of rodent SCN neurons, suggesting that the activation
restrains photic stimulation, which is highly imp01tant to the regulation of the circadian rhythm.
Serotonin activity seems to be highest during periods of waking, movements, eating, and
stress (Mistlberger, et al., 2000). Hence, the recommendation for exercise as a way to help
manage depressive symptoms is good advice. Many researchers have found a link between
exercise and depression, and some have found that exercise can, for many species, aid in
resetting the circadian clock as the activity of serotonin is increased with exercise, and, in turn,
blocks GABA receptors necessary for sleep (Mistlberger, et al., 2000). The researchers also
noted that depriving sleep for tlu·ee hours can also increase serotonin levels by approximately
50%, without maintaining other activities (Mistlberger, et al ., 2000).
Lesions in certain areas of the forebrain and midbrain that are involved in the serotonin
system can also cause an advance in phase, however, adaptations involving the serotonin system,
can occur, that over time, lead to recuperation of the serotonin system (Mistlberger, et al., 2000).
The changes occur when lesions are located in specific areas within the forebrain and midbrain.
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some serotonin receptors do not seem to affect the circadian rhythms in the same way that others
d0,

and therefore will not cause a phase advance or delay when lesioned. Phase advancements

and delays can also be caused by stimu lated by exposure to bright light, prior to low (for
advancement) or high (for delay) point for body temperature in the circadian rhythm (Carlson,

2004).
~asonal

Affective Disorder

Although issues with the circadian rhythm can occur without depression, and vice versa,
these two subjects often interact, as is found with Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD). SAD is
more specific type of depressive disorder, as covered in the DSM-IV-TR. Listed in the
diagnostic tool as Seasonal Pattern Specifier, it is identified by four characteristics:
•

•
•

I
l

'!

•

There has been a regular temporal relationship between the onset of Major
Depressive Episodes in Bipolar I or Bipolar IT Disorder or Major
Depressive Disorder, Recurrent, and a particular time of the year (e.g.,
regular appearance of the Major Depressive Episode in the fall or winter).
Note: Do not include cases in which there is an obvious effect of seasonal-related
psychosocial stressors (e.g., regularly being unemployed every winter).
Full remissions (or a change from depression to mania or hypomania) also occur
at a characteristic time of year (e.g., depression disappears in the spring).
In the last 2 years, two Major Depressive Episodes have occurred that
demonstrate the temporal seasonal relationships defined in Criteria A and
B [the two factors listed above], and no nonseasonal Major Depressive
Episodes have occurred during that same period.
Seasonal Major Depressive Episodes (as described above) substantially
outnumber the nonseasonal Major Depressive Episodes that may have
occurred over the individual's lifetime.

Although major depressive disorder is highly linked to specific neurotransmitters, SAD is
most often connected with light exposure. In terms of chemicals and neurotransmitters, it is
believed that melatonin (as stated earlier, a hormone involved in sleep) has a prominent influence
on the disorder, and serotonin may also play a role (Ainsworth, 2000). Generally, episodes of
SAD occur during the winter, when daylight is at its shortest period. The first couple of months
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of the year tend to be the-most difficult for the people with SAD, who tend to be young and/or
female (National Mental Health Association Seasonal Affective Disorder section para. 2).
Approximately nine to 15 percent of the population who experience depression cope with SAD,
with the likelihood increasing the closer one Jives to either the north or south poles (Ainsworth,

2000).
There are two ways to treat SAD, the most common of which is light therapy. Sitting
with a very bright light (much brighter than the average fluorescent) everyday for 30 to 90
minutes can help reduce symptoms, more so if it's done in the morning rather than the evening
(Palmer, 2002). Using light to reset the circadian rhythm as a natural zeitgeber (literally "time
giver" in German) has also been studied as a type of treatment (Fleissner & Fleissner, 2002).
Light therapy does not work for everyone, but it is a simple process without the side effects
experienced with medication. Overall, light, whether it be natural or not, has an important
function in regard to the circadian rhythm as well as this disorder.
Recently, medication has come under review as a possible treatment alternative. One
such medication is nefazodone. Although it is a SSRI, this medication falls under the novel
antidepressant category for drugs that are used to treat major depressive disorder, and is also
used to treat insomnia. So far only a few researchers have looked at the effects of this drug, but
it seems promising (Shen, Kennedy, Levitan, Kayumov, & Shapiro, 2003).
Antidepressants and Sleep
The effects of the various antidepressant medications on sleep are also of interest.
Mayers and Baldwin (2005) contend that each type of antidepressant has a different effect on
sleep, and often they have more than one effect. MAOI use, for example, is associated with
insomnia, REM sleep suppression, and sedation, while SSRis are associated with insomnia and
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sedation (Mayers et al., 2005). REM sleep suppression can also be initiated by three of the novel
antidepressants, venlafaxine, trazodone and bupropion and with almost a~l of the TCAs (Mayers
eta]., 2005). Nearly aU of the TCAs are associated with insomnia (except for amitriptyline,) and
sedation (except for except desipramine) (Mayers et aL, 2005). Last, but not least, two of the
novel antidepressants (venlafaxine and moclobemide), are, like MAOis and SSRis, associated
with insomnia (Mayers et al., 2005).
Abnormal Sleep Patterns
Shift work, working hours outside of the 9:00am to 5:00pm norm, is notorious agent of
depressive symptoms and sleep issues. Glazer (2005) focused on shift patterns, and stressors
associated with work and home roles. Defining shift pattern as a the hours one normally works,
and focusing on nurses (whom Glazer believed to have greater work-related stressors, as they are
involved in patient care, yet have no final say and they must answer to others regularly), Glazer
noted that, regardless of the shift (day-, evening-, or night-only) , researchers have found that a
fixed pattern is far more preferable, and is less related to negative symptoms than rotating shifts.
Often, issues such as anxiety and depression also fluctuate in regards to work shift, type
of work demands, pace, and variety, the amount of control one has at work and the level of social
support available (Geiger-Brown, Muntaner, Lipscomb, and Trinkoff, 2004). Among the female
nursing home assistants Geiger-Brown, et al., (2004) studied, they found that working more than
five days a week also contributed to depressive symptoms. Along the lines of the amount of
days worked per week, the researchers also found that the chances of experiencing depression
rose highly when work exceeds 50 hours a week, when one has to work more than two weekends
or two double shifts a month (Geiger-Brown, et al., 2004). Clearly, the time of day spent
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working is not the only influence for depression, though of the other factors listed above, it is the
most obvious factor that affects a person's biological rhythm.

Survey of Sleep Patterns and Depression

Introduction
The purpose of this research is to study the connection between sleeping patterns and
depressive symptoms. My hypothesis, that sleeping patterns opposite of a person's natural sleepwake cycle may be related to depressive symptoms, is based on personal interactions with
friends and family members who have been diagnosed with depression. Many of these people
prefer being awake late into the night, but because of work and other responsibilities, are not able
to sleep on this schedule. Of course, other issues may come into play in regard to their desired
sleeping habits and their depression, but this issue seemed to be the one of the most relevant
connections between these people.
Methods
Participants

A total of twenty-two participants, six males (27.3%) and sixteen females (72.7%) with
an age M=27 , completed the study for extra credit to use in their undergraduate psychology
course. Sixteen participants (72.7%) were Caucasian, l participant was African-American
(4.5 %), 2 participants were Hispanic (9.1 %), 1 participant was Asian (4.5%) and 2 participants
checked Other in the demographic (9.1 %).
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Materials
To test for depression, each pa1ticipant completed the Beck's Depression Inventory
(BDI), consisting of 21 questions. Scoring for the BDI is as follows: 1- 10 are considered to be
normal fluctuations in mood, 11-16 indicate mild mood disturbance, 17-20 indicate borderline
clinical depression, 21-30 indicate moderate depression, 31-40 indicate severe depression, and
over 40 indicates extreme depression. Each block contains four statements, placed in the same
format where the answers will be given zero to four points (the first statement is wmth zero
points, the second statement is worth one point, etc.) Each participant was also required to
complete a sleep survey created by the researcher and Dr. Toler, consisting of four demographic
questions and 18 questions related to sleep and daily activities. Most questions provided simple
answers, although some information had to be qualified before coding.

Procedures
Each participant was given a set of survey materials and an informed consent form.
Directions were given by the researcher prior to giving out the materials. Each participant read
and signed the informed consent, and completed the sleep survey, followed by the BDI.
Participants returned the surveys and informed consent as directed: separately, with informed
consents forms into one large envelope and the surveys placed into one of two large envelopes at
the participants' discretion. Participants were given a second copy of the informed consent form,
as well as information for the university's counseling center. Pa1ticipants were then individually
debriefed.
Results
The sample size was rather small, with a total of 22 participants. Among the six
males the highest score on the BDI was seven, (the mean being 5. 67) with half of the men's
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responses being seven. Half of the men ·also reported following a different sleep schedule over
the weekend, but only one rep01ted sleep difficulties. Among the 16 women the highest BDI
score was 25, the overall mean being 6.81, though four of them scored above the normal
fluctuation cutoff. Nine (56%) of the women reported different weekend sleeping patterns, four
of the nine also reported sleeping difficulties. Tl:u·ee of the women with different patterns
reported sleeping longer, while one repo1ted sleeping less. One woman with a BDI score of 25
(indicating moderate depression) reported that although there was no difference in weekend sleep
patterns, she does have sleeping difficulties.
There were significant relationships among a variety of factors, using the group of
participants as a whole rather than separating by gender as no significant differences were
evident between the two groups.
Sound sleep is negatively correlated to how many hours of sleep the participants
received, r (22)

=-.577, Q = .005.

This negative correlation suggests that participants who slept

sou ndly actually slept less. Opposite of that finding is that poor sleep quality is positively
correlated to the number of hours of sleep, r (22)

= .444, Q = .039, so that the lower a person's

sleep quality, the more they slept.
Consumption of caffeinated drinks was correlated negatively with nightly hours of sleep,
r (22)

= -.436, Q == .043 and what time the paiticipants went to sleep r (22) = -.529, Q = .0 11, as

can be expected since many college students use caffeine as a means to stay awake during the
night. However, the time of day that they are consumed did not show a correlation with the
amount of sleep during the night, but it did show a negative correlation with early morning
waking (waki ng 3 or more hours before desired), r (22) == -.447, Q = .037. pt.
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Class time preference is positively correlated with feeling rested during the day, r (22)

=

.479, Q = .024. Overall, 73% of students preferred day classes to night classes. Students who
preferred day classes tended to feel more rested than those that preferred night classes.
The length of time it takes to fall asleep shows a negative correlation with early
morning waking, r (22)

= .600, Q =.004 and also with sleeping soundly, although this pair shows

a positive correlation, r (22)

= .608, Q =.003.

Early morning waking is also associated with sound sleep, r (22)
with poor sleep quality, r (22)

= .700, Q = .000.

= -.551, Q = .008 and

As expected, sound sleep is negatively

correlated to poor sleep quality, r (22) =-.690, Q = .000.
Two of the more interesting correlations involve the scores from the Beck's Depression
Inventory. Sound sleep is positively correlated with the BDI score at r (22) = .493, Q = .020,
while poor sleep quality is negatively correlated with the BDI score at r (22)

=-.546, Q = .009, as

does early morning waking r (22) = -.499, Q = .018. Many of the other correlations were not
found to be significant, including gender and race.
After removing the outlier (the woman with a BDI score of 25), I ran the statistics again
to see if there were an y changes. Among the results above, very little changed. The correlation
between consumption of caffeinated beverages and nightly hours of sleep no longer showed
significance, but other con·elations remained similar. The most notable changes occurred, as
expected, with regard to the coiTelations with the BDI score. Each of the coiTelations discussed
above no longer showed significance at even .05 level. The only significant coiTelation, a
positive correlation at that, with the BDI score was the average amount of time it takes
participants to fall asleep at night, r (2 1)= .598, Q= .005
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Discussion
The broad research hypothesis for this study- that sleeping patterns opposite of a person's
natural circadian rhythm is related to depression- was not supported. Indeed, the survey items
most expected to elicit information about participants' sleep patterns showed no significant
differences. Sound sleep was found to be positively correlated with the BDI score, while poor
sleep quality is negatively correlated to the BDI score, and both findings were not expected to
occur. Most research that has been done on sleep as it's related to depression shows that the
opposite is expected to occur.
The small sample size may have influenced this unusual finding. In a small group, one
answer in the extreme can skew the overall results, whereas a large group is more likely to
balance out, which occurred in this sample. Also, the sample used was pa1t of the study based on
their availability in class, rather than as a random sample. Students in the class who were unable
to be in class that day were not offered another day to complete the survey.
Another point to cover is that the sleep inventory has not been previously tested on
another sample, and would benefit from some adjustments in order to understand participants'
sleep patterns better. No measure of reliability or validity has been established for the sleep
pattern survey prior to gathering information.
Overall, it is clear that there are a variety of reasons why people who seem rather
different in general share a similar disorder, as well as similar behaviors. It could simply be a
symptom of their depression (such as insomnia) or a similar coping mechanism. Perhaps if they
were allowed to settle into their personal sleep pattern, it would be completely opposite of what
they had expected. Or, they may just be a small number of people who go against the established
norm, but because they are such a small sample, have no bearing on the overall knowledge base.
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mere are alw ays outliers, regardless of the disorder, and those who inspired thi s study may be

part of that type of group, and hence, should not be used as a general model of depression or

sleep patterns.
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Appendix A

Identifying information:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1.

[
[
C
D

I do not feel sad.
I feel sad.
I am sad all the time and I can't snap out of it.
I am so sad or unhappy that I can't stand it.

2.

C
C
C
C

I am not particularly discouraged about the future.
I feel discouraged about the future.
I feel I have nothing to look forward to.
I feel that the future is hopeless and that things cannot improve.

3.

C
C
[
[

I do not feel like a failure.
I feel I have failed more than the average person.
As I look back on my life, all I can see is a lot of failures.
I feel I am a complete failure as a person.

4.

C
[
[
[

I get as much satisfaction out of things as I used to.
I don 't enjoy things the way I used to.
I don't get real satisfaction out of anything anymore.
I am dissatisfied or bored with everything.

5.

C
C
[
[

I don't feel particularly guilty .
I feel guilty a good part of the time.
I feel quite guilty most of the time.
I feel guilty all of the time.

6.

[
C
C
C

I don't feel I am being punished.
I fee l I may be punished.
I expect to be punished.
I feel I am being punished.

7.

[
C
[
[

I don ' t feel disappointed in myself.
I am disappointed in myself.
I am disgusted with myself.
I hate myself.

8.

[
[
C
[

I don't feel I am any worse than anybody else.
I am critical of myself for my weaknesses or mistakes.
I blame myself all the time for my faults.
I blame myself for everything bad that happens.
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9.

C
C
L::
C

I don't have any thoughts of killing myself.
I have thoughts of killing myself, but I would not carry them out.
I would like to kill myself.
I would kill myself if I had the chance.

10.

C
C
C
C

I don't cry any more than usual.
I cry more now than I used to.
I cry all the time now.
I used to be able to cry, but now I can't cry even though I want to.

11.

[
C
C
C

I am no more irritated by things than I ever am.
I am slightly more initated now than usual.
I am quite annoyed or irritated a good deal of the time.
I feel irritated all of the time now.

12.

C
C
G
C

I have not lost interest in other people.
I am less interested in other people than I used to be.
I have lost most of my interest in other people.
I have lost all of my interest in other people.

13.

C
G
C
C

I make decisions about as well as I ever could.
I put off making decisions more than I used to.
I have greater difficulty in making decisions than before.
I can't make decisions anymore.

14.

C I don't feel that I look any worse than I used to.
~ I am worried that I am looking old or unattractive.
C I feel that there are permanent changes in my appearance that make me
look unattractive.
C I believe that I look ugly.

15.

C
C
C
C

16.

C I can sleep as well as usual.
C I don't sleep as well as I used to.
C I wake up 1-2 hours earlier than usual and find it hard to get back to
sleep.
C I wake up several hours earlier than I used to and cannot get back to
sleep.

I can work about as well as before.
It takes an extra effort to get started at doing something.
I have to push myself very hard to do anything.
I can't do any work at all.
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17.

C
C
C
C

I don't get more tired than usual .
I get tired more easily than I used to.
I get tired from doing almost anything.
I am too tired to do anything.

18.

[
C
C
[

My appetite is no worse than usual.
My appetite is not as good as it used to be.
My appetite is much worse now.
I have no appetite at all anymore.

19.

C
C
C
C

I haven't lost much weight, if any, lately.
I have lost more than five pounds.
I have lost more than ten pounds.
I have lost more than fifteen pounds.

20.

[ I am no more worried about my health than usual.
C I am worried about physical problems such as aches and pains, or upset
stomach, or constipation.
C I am very worried about physical problems and it's bard to think of
much else.
C I am so wonied about my physical problems that I cannot think about
anything else.

21.

C
C
C
C

I have not noticed any recent change in my interest in sex.
I am less interested in sex than I used to be.
I am much Jess interested in sex now.
I have lost interest in sex completely.
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Appendix B
Identifying Information:_ _ _ _ __
Age:-- ~

Current Date:
Gender
0 Male
0 Female
Race:
Caucasian
African-American
Hispanic
Asian
Other

o
o
o
o
o

Occupation:
Student Status:
o Full Time Student (12 to 15 hours)
o Part Time Student (less than 12 hours)

Class Times:
I usually take daytime classes and prefer these to nighttime classes o True

o False

I usually take nighttime classes and prefer these to daytime classes: o True

o False

How many hours of sleep do you get each weekday night (on average)? ______ ,
What time do you try to go to sleep? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
How long (on average) does it take for you to fall asleep?
What time do you wake in the morning? - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - Do you have difficulties with early morning waking? That is, do you wake up at 3 hours or more
before you plan to wake up? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,
Do you have difficulties getting back to sleep when early morning waking occurs?
o Yes
o No
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Identifying Information: _ _ __ _

When you fall asleep, do you usually sleep soundly?

Would you characterize your sleep as restless or poor quality?

o Yes

o Yes

o No

o No

Is your sleep pattern different over the weekend? (Friday, Saturday and Sunday)
o Yes
o No

If so, how is your sleep pattern different over the weekend?

What hours do you work?

Do you ever take naps during the day?
o Never o Rarely
week
o Daily

o Once a year

o

2-5 times a year

If you take naps during the day, how long do you usually nap?

Do you feel rested during the day?

How many caffeinated drinks do you consume daily?

At what time do you normally consume these drinks?
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o once a month o once a

